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4 As employed here, “imperialism” constitutes both the political and economic meanings of the word. 
Imperialism in its political usage can mean dominance over territory, material resources, labor, and/or 
political and cultural structures. As per Lenin, imperialism is an economic process and a particular phase 
of capitalist development in the form of a world system (Loomba 1998). Imperialism therefore is a 







































































































































































7 Kayal and Kayal (1975) anticipated that the westernizing of Syrian Lebanese 
Americans and their religious institutions would result in “the end of the Syrian-



















































































































































































































































































































































































































  In response to such silencing, contributors to the Lebanese blogosphere worked to depict the various historical and political contexts surrounding the 2006 conflict. They provided information and opinions on Lebanese politics, on the history of the Israeli‐Hizballah conflict, and on broader geopolitical and imperial frameworks. In their efforts to “unhide” history and power, bloggers engaged in what Foucault (1984) called “genealogical analysis,” or a de/construction of knowledge that acknowledges and makes explicit its underlying worldview and political purpose. Rather than feigning “objectivity,” many bloggers and contributors to the blogosphere worked to de/construct contextual information surrounding the conflict for avowedly persuasive and political purposes—to argue against conflict, to propose certain geopolitical solutions, or to promote a particular cultural and/or political vision of Lebanon.   Contributors also dialogued about broader contexts of regional politics, international relations, and imperialist frameworks. Blog “Jeha’s Nail” included explanations of processes and jargon surrounding international ceasefires. Several comments to the blog invoked the framework of human rights to contest the bombing at Qana. Wizard of Beirut (August 2006) argued against U.S. foreign policy in the region with a detailed explanation of how the U.S.’s stated objectives were not being accomplished through Israeli military action. A poster to “Lebanonheartblogs” argued, 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US policy seams to be that Israel has a legitimate right to do whatever they want… A war is always horific on both sides of a conflict, but since Hezbollah is an organisation and not the ligitimate government of Lebanon, one have to ask of Israel have the right to act the way they have done and continue to do. All but one of the International community says "no", and its no supprise that the one saying yes is US (Fakty 2006) Within the context of imperialism, bloggers contested the terms used by traditional Western media to describe the conflict.  
 Bloggers gain their readership in part through their willingness to be argumentative (Lawrence, Sides and Farrell 2010). Yet these debates on Lebanon transcended efforts to gain readership; they reflected competing agendas and political visions for the Lebanese state. Thus, blogging during the Israeli‐Hizballah was not clearly distinguishable from other subjective positions, such as academic, editorialist, or political activist.  
“Eye‐witness” war monitoring During experiences of mass militarized violence, as the “everyday” and catastrophic come together, information and resources are necessary to basic survival (Nordstrom 1995). Reflecting the utility of blogs to provide immediate information, contributors to the Lebanese blogosphere worked during Summer 2006 to gather and relay first‐hand information on the details of war. Through networks of on‐the‐ground war monitoring, bloggers gathered information on damage, imminent danger, and status of essential supplies.  
From the outset of war, bloggers in Lebanon and abroad worked to monitor and predict militarized violence. A commenter to “Blogging Beirut” wrote, “A friend from Beirut is telling me leaflets are being dropped above Beirut and some areas of the south…I don’t know the content of the leaflets but I assume it’s along 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the lines of ‘leave the city’.” Another commenter reported, “Dahyeh was hit 20 mins ago. Source: my Dad. Not Reuters, but pretty reliable though.”  
Bloggers and posters utilized the immediacy and availability of blogs to compile and distribute information on resources and conditions. At “Lebanesebloggers,” posters helped compile information on status of supplies.  The sidebar at “Blogging Beirut” carried information on what infrastructure had recently been hit and where supplies were reported to be running low. Bloggers and posters organized and disseminated information on what supplies were needed for relief. Blogger Ali Abunima (2006) organized a page on “Electronic Intifada” where firsthand stories and information could be uploaded.  
 
 
 
Figure 6: From “Blogging Beirut.”  Blog Caption: “What’s left of the meat section. Photo taken at Monoprix Achrafieh, Beirut, Lebanon late afternoon on July 13, 2006.” 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Bloggers also circulated detailed information on damage to infrastructure. One blogger produced a map of areas hit in the strikes and linked it to Google Earth (Al Mashriq 2006).  
Information and communication technologies enable broad segments of people to document and circulate their experiences of conflict and violence. Through narrative acts, victims and witnesses of violence work to bridge private, subjective knowledge and the public intersubjective (Jackson 2005).  In other words, “storytelling” about violence is meant to bring personal suffering into what Arendt described as the public realm of politics (Jackson 2002). “Subjective” modes of eyewitnessing constitute a political reaction to privations and silences of “objective” journalism and “official” news. 
Bloggers: an ethnographic view 
The previous section employed textual analysis to  “decode” media items and to situate their form and content within broader social and historical contexts. Yet signs are polysemic, open to many interpretations, and texts can have multiple meanings to both their producer(s) and audience (Hall 1980). Internet and other media practices must be “understood in their full contexts, including their relation to cultural meaning” (Anderson 2007, 533) and “the materiality of life” (Tarak 2007, 529). Through ethnographic methods, I explore blogging as part of an individual’s “response to his or her social conditions” (O’Sullivan 1994, 239). Based on interviews and participant observation, I investigate how bloggers 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actually use and make sense of blogging and the meanings they ascribe to what they do.  
For this study, I formally and informally interviewed more than twenty four bloggers active in the Lebanese blogosphere. I began conducting ethnographic research of citizen journalists writing about Lebanon in summer 2005, in the aftermath of the assassination of Prime Minister Rafik Hariri. That summer I interviewed bloggers and other media producers in Lebanon, Damascus, and Washington, D.C. During the 2006 Israeli‐Hizballah conflict, I monitored the Lebanese blogosphere and conducted on‐line interviews with bloggers. Later, from November 2006 to May 2008 I conducted field research on blogging in Lebanon, and through snowball samples, I interviewed bloggers and interacted with them in daily life. Many bloggers self‐reflexively analyze their journalistic and Internet practices, thus I aimed to collaboratively produce knowledge with them. Lebanese used media as activists, experts, and eyewitnesses to help correct corporate media’s various erasures. 
Shifting traditional Western journalistic authority  
This section focuses on the relationship between the Lebanese blogosphere and Western traditional journalism during the Summer 2006 Israeli‐Hizballah war. Quantitative and qualitative data demonstrates that Lebanese bloggers influenced traditional Western coverage of the conflict. Quantitative content analyses conducted by multiple groups of researchers show that, by the end of the war, individuals and contexts frequently obscured by mainstream Western media were 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no longer entirely absent from the coverage on Lebanon. Granted, reporting continued to lack context regarding the conflict (Dente Ross and Tehranian 2009; Gaber, Seymour and Thomas 2009), and Hizballah remained “shadowy” and under explained (Parry 2007). However, the journalistic content went beyond previous stereotypical oversimplifications and militarized, sterile language to emphasize the human and material cost of the war to Lebanese civilians.  Additionally, as I demonstrate through qualitative textual analysis, the influence of bloggers on traditional Western journalism was not limited merely to content and ideas. Many Western journalists commended the blogging coverage and extolled the utility of bloggers’ subjective journalistic positions. They also appropriated some discourse in the Lebanese blogosphere critical of traditional Western coverage.  
Quantitative content analysis: Making present Lebanese subjects 
This section summarizes quantitative content analyses of coverage of the 2006 Israel‐Hizballah war by various media, including U.S. cable, network, and local broadcast news; the New York Times; U.K. television broadcasters BBC and 
ITV; and U.K. print media The Times and The Guardian. A quantitative frame analysis looks at the ways in which frames select and highlight elements of an event or issue (Entman 2004). Researchers code these elements and analyze the number of times they appear in a news item. In the following paragraphs, I briefly summarize various research results relevant to this study on journalistic authority.   
In contrast to previous coverage of conflict in Lebanon by traditional Western media, and initial coverage of the 2006 Israeli‐Hizballah war during its 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first week, later coverage predominantly focused on the war experiences of Lebanese citizens. Rather than prioritizing coverage of the threat of Hizballah “terrorists” to Israel, and Israel’s “precision warfare,” Western news outlets came to convey armed conflict as terrorizing and destructive to non‐armed combatants. For instance, based on a general content analysis of U.S. coverage of conflict, Marvin Kalb and Carol Saivetz (2007) assert an “anti‐Israeli” bias to U.S. coverage during the latter part of the war: 
Early in the war, reporters routinely noted that Hezbollah had started the war, and its casualties were a logical consequence of war.  But after the first week such references were either dropped or downplayed, leaving the widespread impression that Israel was a loose cannon shooting at anything that moved (9). The authors assert that from July 19, 2006, the U.S. media focused on “disproportionality” (9) of Israeli response against Lebanese citizens in the conflict.  
Similarly, Bahador (2008) conducted a frame analysis of the television news coverage on ABC, CBS, NBC, CNN and Fox and notes that after July 30, 2006, a 11‐20% increase in news images that focused on the damage to Lebanese civilians after that date. Meanwhile, broadcast news contained a 5% more frames of Israel as the aggressor, and 6% fewer frames of Hizballah as the aggressor. Cavari and Gabay (2010) analyzed U.S. local and network news.  Local news relied on official government sources and therefore their coverage of Hizballah as the aggressor remained consistently high throughout the cycle of the news event. However, U.S. network news shifted from predominantly framing Hizballah as the aggressor to 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predominantly framing Israel as the aggressor. By the end of the conflict, network news had framed Israel as the aggressor in 53.2 percent of the news during the entirety of the 33 days of coverage of the conflict. Words frequently used in U.S. network coverage included “bombardment,” “crippled,” “demoralized,” “seizure,” and “targeting bridges and food reserves” (Cavari and Gabay 2010, 19). 
Quantitative analysis of the U.K.’s British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) and ITV by Gaber, Seymour, and Thomas (2009), indicates that “the dominant news frame was the impact the Israeli attacks on Hezbollah were having on the Lebanese civilians caught up in the fighting” (246).  23.5 percent of the BBC’s coverage and 27.1 percent of ITV’s “was focused on the direct impact of the war on Lebanon and its population” (246). More specifically, the frame was one “of innocent civilians caught up in a conflict between a state power and irregular forces” (252). These researchers note a shift in frames employed between the beginning and the end of the crisis.  
  In a similar vein, through a visual framing analysis of photos published by U.K. newspapers The Times and The Guardian between July 13 and August 23, 2006, Parry (2008) demonstrates that Lebanese civilians were the most prominent photo subject of both papers. The Times ran more pictures of Israeli soldiers early in the conflict. The Times’ second largest category of photo subjects related to the war was Israeli military personnel and hardware, as opposed to The Guardian’s second largest category, which was destruction to Lebanese infrastructure and homes. Parry demonstrates that both U.K. newspapers The Times and The 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Guardian ran graphic pictures of violence, with The Guardian running a front page, close up shot of dead bodies. Previously, studies of photographs used in war coverage have deemed such photographic coverage of death as rare (Entman 2004; Griffin 2004).  
Qualitative data 
Qualitative data also demonstrates the focus of U.S. broadcasting news on the human and material cost of the war for Lebanon. Cavari and Gabay (2010) describe a report by ABC anchor Charles Gibson on July 20, which begins with images from an airstrike in Beirut and a description by Gibson of Beirut as “an urban wasteland” (13). The broadcast contains “images of a heavily ruined area and a Lebanese citizen shouting to everyone to escape because another Israeli warplane circles overhead” (13). The ABC reporter in Beirut then goes into a hospital and interviews an eight‐year‐old girl covered in burns who “lost her parents. Her doctors do not even know her name.” The reporter then talks to a Lebanese parent at the hospital who expresses his fear for his children. This segment is followed by an interview of an Israeli journalist about a potential ground invasion; a report by Gibson on U.N. Secretary General Kofi Annan condemning “Israel’s disproportionate use of force and collective punishment of the Lebanese people”; and a clip of the Ambassador of Israel comparing Hizballah to a cancer. In this instance, Western traditional coverage of militarized conflict in an Arab country leads with the human cost of war and local voices, rather than official narratives and militarized sources (Cavari and Gabay 2010). 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Munif’s (2006) quantitative analysis of The New York Times demonstrates that, although the paper maintains orientalist frames and stereotypes throughout the course of its coverage, there is a marked difference in later coverage from that of early coverage of the conflict by the paper. Whereas early coverage entirely “silence[s] the Lebanese population and offer[s] a loudspeaker to Israeli politicians and military ‘experts’” (136), later coverage does give some voice to Lebanese. In Munif’s analysis, these episodes reiterate stereotypes and position the Lebanese population as needing saved from a “Shiite monster” (136).  
Within Israel, Yedioth Ahronoth and Haaretz gave outlet to voices within the IDF critical of the military operation, and journalistic criticism of the war as a public relations disaster (Neiger, Zandberg and Meyers, 2010). A July 30 Haaretz headline read “Images of destruction from Lebanon are changing European public opinion” (Neiger, Zandberg and Meyers, 2010, 390). Similarly, the Jerusalem Post on July 30, 2006 described the war as a public relations disaster (Hoffman 2006).    
  Besides working to have their own bloggers in Beirut—Fox hired a U.S. college student living in Beirut to blog during the war—traditional media celebrated both Lebanese and Israeli blogging during the war. The sympathetic narrative by mainstream media about bloggers highlighted the bloggers’ subjective positions. In a magazine style story on blogging in both Israel and Lebanon during the war, the New York Times compared bloggers to Anne Frank. The article described “Blogging Beirut” “as an embattled—and embittered—document of life 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irrevocably changed by war” (Zeller 2006). The article commented on the value of the “intimate details of everyday life” in conveying the experience of war.  
Traditional media discourses particularly emphasized the ability of blogs to “eyewitness.” As CNN (2006) reported, bloggers provide “insight into the world that we have never seen before.”  The report also covered “Blogging Beirut” and remarked on the sites’ ability to provide “a sense of what's happening on the ground. Never before, never before have we been able to get right there with citizen journalism, and find out exactly what's happening” (CNN 2006). BBC celebrated blogs for adding “a new dimension to war reporting.” The article noted blogging for its “diary‐style reportage, eye‐witness accounts and photographs, and intense scrutiny and analysis of the coverage of events by traditional media.”  
The San Francisco Chronicle emphasized the use of media technologies by bloggers to “let Internet viewers hear the rockets, feel the terror” (Garofoli 2006). The Chronicle predicted that bloggers’ efforts “will influence traditional broadcast news by infusing it with the passion of citizen journalists, who are reporting as rockets crash onto their neighborhoods.” Within the article, a blogger described the difference between traditional Western journalism and local bloggers: “There is a (TV journalist) standing on a hill with an exploded building behind them far away. They are reporting without passion,” he said. “They are not living there.”As I explain in the following section, particular sets of processes and events helped bring about the emergence of subjective positions of journalistic authority during 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the 2006 Israeli‐Hizballah conflict. These factors demonstrate again how relationships between people and media are complex and highly contextual.  
Conjectures and contact: emergent news values in context 
The Lebanese blogosphere is not ahistorical, and its influence on traditional Western journalism must be situated within broader media and cultural contexts. A variety of actors, processes, and events contributed to the emergence of subjective positions of journalistic authority during the 2006 Israel‐Hizballah conflict. In this section, I describe some of those factors. I draw on Stuart Hall’s notion of a “conjecture,” or a plane of historical and contextual specificity in which contradictory forces shift and contingencies take on new alignments.   
Within this plane, I describe the “temporary settlement” (Grossberg 2006, 5) of various forces and contingencies into an emergent value system of journalistic authority. Doing so, I examine “the logic of key…intersubjective constructs” that can help make this emergent system intelligible (Biehl 2007, 10): activism, expertise, and eye‐witnessing. As Zelizer (2007) asserts, terms such as “eye‐witnessing” constitute “keywords” (Williams 1983), “the vocabulary of a crucial area of social and cultural discussion, which has been inherited within precise historical and social conditions and which has to be made at once conscious and critical” (24, as cited in Zelizer 2007, 409). To further such critical analysis, I consider activist, expert, and eyewitness positions as “keywords” and I work to explicate their historical contexts. I examine what Pratt (1991) describes as “contact zones,” or 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social spaces where cultures meet, clash, and grapple with each other, often in contexts of highly asymmetrical relations of power, such as colonialism, slavery, or their aftermaths as they are lived out in many parts of the world today (33).  Similar to Anzaldua’s (1999) “borderlands,” social zones “emphasize how contact occurs in particular sites that accrue histories of cultural negotiation” (Lai and Smith 2010, 411).  As discussed previously, Lebanese media practices reflect zones of colonialism, diaspora, and armed conflict. I therefore locate constructions of activism, expertise, and eye‐witnessing within these particular zones of cultural accrual as I explore contradictory forces at play in Summer 2006. 
Although in the following paragraphs I treat each contact zone—colonialism, diaspora, and armed conflict—as distinct, they are interrelated. The historical phenomenon of colonialism included the practices and effects of sectarianism and migration. Armed conflict bears relationship to practices of both colonialism and diaspora. Similarly, each journalistic position—activist, expert, and eyewitness—has within it elements of other positions. For instance, “experts” and “eyewitnesses” are “activists,” and, arguably, eye‐witnesses are hermeneutic experts that seek to contest hegemonic misinformation. However, despite their interconnections, I explain these terms and zones as distinct concepts in order to fully illustrate their cohesiveness within the conjecture of the 2006 Israeli‐Hizballah conflict.  
Activism 
By the time of the 2006 Israeli strikes on Lebanon, a variety of individuals, groups, and organizations inside and outside of Lebanon were using information 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communication technologies (ICTs) to pursue political, social, and economic support from outside Lebanon, and/or to assert issue‐based platforms and campaigns. These efforts demonstrate two key historical factors underpinning the emergence of activist journalism within the Lebanese blogosphere: a media culture of autonomous communicative action, independent from the state, and the wide‐spread routinezation of ICTs as a political toll among global Lebanese.  
Lebanon’s media culture, or cultural meanings constructed primarily within the everyday contexts of media flows (Hepp 2008), reflects an appreciation of individual autonomy in communication and media use. This autonomy is rooted in cynicism and the active patterns of media use such cynicism generates. Granted, scholars note a marked cynicism toward public communication in many Arab countries (Silverstein 2000; Wedeen 1999). Yet cynicism emerges from experience, and therefore it bears “cultural contours” (Ries 2002). Such mediated cultural meanings must be situated within the “concrete historico‐economic situation” of every day experience from which they emerge (Bignell 2000, 5). As I explain below, Lebanese media cynicism, produced through contexts and practices of colonization, diaspora, and armed conflict/rebuilding, positions communication in Lebanon as a do‐it yourself, renegade endeavor. 
Colonialism and political sectarianism helped shape the Lebanese media sphere from the emergence of the press in the 1800s. Lebanese media outlets have long been affiliated with and funded by particular parties, sectarian leaders, and those leaders’ foreign supporters. Subsequently, many Lebanese are sharply 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attuned to the affiliations and relationships that shape news production. In interviews and daily conversations, Lebanese openly recognize the affiliations and political leanings of local, regional, and global media outlets.  
Just as news is produced through culturally‐salient frames (Entman 2003), audiences also “frame” their reception of a news story according to their lived experiences. News images and meanings are refracted through a cultural, positioned individual lens (Baudrillard 1985; Terranova 2004). Even post‐positivist literature on media effects highlights how characteristics such as media literacy and discussion with peers “can alter the effects of media frames” (Rill and Davis 2007, 611). Interpretive and critical modes of audience scholarship are ontologically founded on the active and situated viewing patterns of audiences. Political theory recognizes that audiences are “composed of the same people” that make up  “publics”—engaged realms of “collective, politically efficacious action” (Livingstone 2005, 17).  
As a result of their deeply embedded media distrust, Lebanese engage in patterns of hybrid media use. Although some Lebanese express a sense of allegiance to particular media outlets, e.g. they adopt a “home station” to which other media outlets are compared, Lebanese indicate that they seek a “cocktail” of media coverage (Matar and Dakhlallah 2006). Such active patterns of media use, in which audiences read/watch/listen to various sources in dialogue, “spill over” from print and broadcasting and permeate the uses of new communication technologies (Miller and Slater 2004). Ethnographic research indicates that 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Lebanese at “home” and in diaspora go to multiple news sources and forms of media for information and analyses of events.  
These active media habits stem in part from prolonged experiences of conflict. During the 1975‐1990 Lebanese Civil War, the Lebanese government failed to maintain Lebanon’s communication systems, including telephone lines and postal services. Such lacunae helped create a vigilante culture of “do it yourself” public services in Lebanon, as militias, entrepreneurs, NGOs, and civil society stepped in to fill government voids  (Harik 1994; Kraidy 1998). For instance, “illegal” phone lines were laid to Cyprus, an island off the Western coast of Lebanon, thus “circumventing unreliable and monopolistic government telecommunications services” (Kraidy 1998, 3). These illegal phone lines were the start of Lebanon’s extra‐state realm of communications, situated within a culture of autonomy and contexts of militarization.  
Also during the civil war, private and pirate radio broadcasting emerged. News provided by these stations demonstrated the extent to which Lebanese authorities had previously “sanitized” Lebanon’s media “to preserve the country’s stability and national unity” (Kraidy 1998, 4).  The severity and implications of such censorship were compounded by the public’s need and desire for vital security information during times of conflict, which the government had failed to provide. This suppression deepened Lebanese distrust of official government media. 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Distrust of Lebanese media outlets created an audience for foreign media such as Radio Monte‐Carlo, the BBC, and Voice of America (Kraidy 1998). As foreign governments historically sought to strengthen their cultural and political position in Lebanon through broadcasting and newspapers, Lebanon’s media sphere included from its inception a significant portion of transnational influences. These foreign news sources, and the significant number of Lebanese who traveled or had family outside of Lebanon during the war, provided the Lebanese a relatively high exposure to Western media coverage of the Lebanese civil war. In the opinion of many Lebanese, Western media coverage did not adequately represent or deal with the Lebanese civil war. Therefore, individually and within popular culture, Lebanese express cynicism of news producers and notions of “objective” journalism. 
This culture of cynical “do‐it‐yourself” communicative action in Lebanon also reflects the influence of diasporic forces and the efforts of Lebanese to secure outside help for postconflict reconstruction since 1990. At all levels of Lebanese society—individually, locally, and nationally—Lebanese have worked to secure outside political and economic support for post‐war social and physical reconstruction. Early USEnet networks between Lebanese in Lebanon and the U.S. provided a space for discussion on Lebanese politics and rebuilding. Through technologies, Lebanese abroad provided a range of political and economic support to individuals and groups still in Lebanon. Young professionals utilized transnational Lebanese list‐serves for political and professional dialoguing and connections. Lebanese Christians globally organized political and cultural groups 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online. Lebanese expats and members of diaspora provided economic assistance to families, groups, organizations, and villages. 
Significantly, centralized, state attempts to garner transnational Lebanese economic and political support mirrored local appeals for assistance from outside. During the 1990s, Lebanese Prime Minister Rafik Hariri spearheaded Solidere, a private enterprise specifically oriented to the redevelopment of Beirut. In 1993, Solidere, backed by the Lebanese government, launched “Horizon 2000”—a US $20 billion reconstruction program funded primarily through foreign reserves and international loans. Criticized at the time for pushing ahead his vision with little input from the general population (Fisk 1992), Hariri focused on drawing international businesses and worked at redeveloping the center of Beirut to entice foreign visitors. International analysts agreed on the importance of foreign support to Beirut’s reconstruction (Stewart 1996).   
Seeking domestic and overseas support for Solidere, Hariri’s narratives on reconstruction depicted the rebuilding of downtown Beirut as the return of a “modern culture and civilization that were missing for so long” (Aldoukan n.p.) At the end of a long civil war, the process of rebuilding Beirut would allow the forces of “civilization” to finally win (Cooke 2002). Besides reinforcing the importance of neoliberal processes to “recivilizing” Beirut (AbuKhalil 2001), Lebanon’s discourses on reconstruction reinforced the importance of telecommunications in the dawning “information age.” Telecommunication was represented as vitally 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important to individual, collective, and national success in Lebanon (Kisirwani 1997; Jaoud n.d.).  
Such representations worked to help justify the borrowing of large sums of money for rebuilding. After the war, a new telecommunication system had to be built “from scratch—a brand new network” (personal interview with telephone executive, July 2007). Between 1993 and 2003, the government borrowed US $1 billion to invest in infrastructure, it entered into contracts for US $600 million for switching equipment, and it laid more than 1,500 km in fiber optic cables.  Yet, although many countries in the world were reforming their state‐run telecommunication sectors in the 1990s, Lebanon maintained its pre‐war institutional framework at the end of the civil war. The Ministry of Post and Telecommunications (MPT) remained the single overseer of policy‐making, operation, and regulation. Subsequently, telephony licensing, provision, and access in Lebanon have been hindered by issues of sectarian power (Nash 2007, 2008). For instance, between 2002 and 2010, the formation of a telecommunications regularity body in Lebanon was politically blocked.  Subsequently, despite an outdated infrastructure, cell phone tariffs established by “temporary” cell phone providers are the highest in the Middle East North Africa (MENA) region (Orhstrom 2006). Some critics assert that government actors—still members of Lebanon’s sectarian zi’am, or feudal lords—have intentionally stalled telecommunication regulation, privatization and/or development for their own political and economic interests (Gambill 2003; Hankir 2007; Orhrstrom 2006). 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Cultural constructions depicting the interrelationship between telecommunications and “civilized” Lebanon deepened the collective sense of disappointment surrounding Lebanon’s continued telecommunication dysfunctions. Disparities between expectations and realities reproduced and maintained subjectivities of cynicism and autonomous communicative action (See Nash 2010, “Goodbye Internet cable” and the posted comments for an example).  As the so‐called information age requires “contact” for the pursuit of social, economic and political capital, Lebanese repeatedly push the boundaries of technology and regulation to access affordable means of communication within and outside Lebanon. The telecommunication sector lacks public legitimacy, thus the Lebanese effectively ignore demarcations between “legal” and “illegal” telephony use. For instance, Lebanese circumvent government bans on Voice over Internet Protocol telephony.  This broad culture of cynical “do‐it‐yourself” communicative contributed to the volume of Lebanese blogging during the 2006 Israeli‐Hizballah conflict.  
Expert 
Political use of media in Lebanon is generally oriented to “the outside.” Throughout Lebanon’s modern history, sectarian factions have actively sought the intervention of external agents—France, the U.S., Syria, Israel, the PLO, Iran and Iraq—to “enhance their internal leverage” (Hudson 1999, 102). The implementation of the Ta’if Agreement in 1989, negotiated through considerable input from Syria, the U.S. and Saudi Arabia, promulgated the “shadows of external involvement” in Lebanon (Hudson 1999, 6). Additionally, domestic sectarianism 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and socioeconomic conflict render Lebanon’s government and population less able to deal with regional pressures (Hudson 1999), resulting in collective fear of renewed civil violence.  Therefore, Lebanese political action has long been oriented to the outside. 
As various scholars note, from its start, the Lebanese blogosphere was oriented to Western media attention (Ward 2007; Lynch 2007). Prior to the 2005 assassination of Prime Minister Rafik Hariri, a few local and diasporic Lebanese bloggers commented on regional events, but not very much on local Lebanese politics. With the assassination of Hariri and subsequent escalation of political and media events in Lebanon‐‐including demonstrations and counter‐demonstrations, and the withdrawal of Syrian troops from Lebanon—many Lebanese in Lebanon and diaspora began blogging. The public debate and polarized political visions that emerged in 2005 were a turning point for Lebanese blogging in Arabic (Hamdy 2007). Like other Arab bloggers, early Lebanese bloggers wrote predominantly in English (Lynch 2007; Radsch 2008). The technology for writing in Arabic improved in 2003 and 2004, and therefore the assassination of Rafik Hariri in February 2005 resulted in the emergence of a number of Arabic‐language blogs (Hamdy 2006). The use of blogs and Internet to organize, represent, and analyze the events that spring marked the “birth” of the paysage blogue (blog landscape) in Lebanon (Phil 2007).  
The majority of Lebanese bloggers continued to write in English, although the expanded 2005 Lebanese blogosphere included a wider‐array of Arabic‐
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language viewpoints and repostings of conversations. In the heated political atmosphere of 2005 Lebanon, the blogosphere reflected a wide variety of ardent political opinions. Their acrimonious and contested dialogues drew press attention in Lebanon (Ohrstrom, 2006), heightening the profile of blogging within Lebanon. Media attention led to more bloggers, which led to more media attention. During 2005, media outlets throughout the world did stories on blogs in Lebanon and how they were helping bring about a democratic, “Beirut Spring” of counter‐Syrian political action. Additionally, journalists interviewed young political activists who organized via the Internet and maintained websites and news aggregators like 
Tiyyar Al Watani. One blogger considered this media attention to have been catalyzed by “the global media’s thirst to see homosapiens Arabus revolt against the axis of evil”  (Phil 2007, my translation from French).   
World media attention to citizen journalists and activists in 2005 reemphasized to young adults and political activists the potential of new information technologies for political action. In interviews during summer 2005, young adults ascribed to ICTs a primary function of political organization. These Lebanese perceptions of ICTs differ significantly from similar research conducted among young adults in the U.S., for instance, who consider ICTs primarily as a tool for shopping, socializing, and gaming (Lenhart, Madden, Hitlin 2005; Mcmillan and Morrison 2006). Significantly, the political energy and demonstrations of Spring 2005, facilitated by new media, (re)produced the activist notions surrounding ICTs in Lebanon. These notions included both the potential of ICTs for accomplishing political action and the potential for those literate in information technology use to 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overcome sectarian and class based hierarchies to become middle class technocrats. In interviews, activists emphasized the fundamentality of Internet and small message systems or “texts” to the 2005 “Cedar Revolution.” Many female activists described that they were only granted familial permission to participate in the demonstrations and sit‐ins because of cell phones and text messaging, which helped them stay in touch with their families. This tendency to correlate social change and media technology among activists was reflected later by descriptions of the summer 2006 conflict as a “war of the blogs,” and of the May 2008 conflict between Hizballah and the Sunni‐dominated Al‐Mustaqbal as a “cell phone war” (Blanford 2008), and as a war characterized by use of “Facebook chat” (Malik 2008). These notions demonstrate how technologies and their uses are shaped through experience and its broader contexts. 
Eyewitness 
As anthropologies seek to explain the “everyday” effects of political violence, they frequently include the dissolution of institutions (Biehl, Good and Kleinman 2007, 11). For instance, Nordstrom’s (2004) “shadow networks” or war include not only the trafficking of arms, drugs and telecommunication equipment, but also informal networks of transnational power‐‐ in the form of NGO coalitions, social movements, or diasporas—that frequently take the place of, or fulfill some of the functions of, weak or absent states. These transnational effects constitute what Della Porta and Tarrow (2005) refer to as “complex internationalism,” in which the locus of institutional power shifts from the national to supranational and regional 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levels through the strengthening of various international and economic institutions. 
In this section, I explain the emergence of “eyewitnessing” as a journalistic position of authority at the juncture of local and global processes and discourses. Emphasis on the value of local perspective and knowledge emerged as the result of a unique combination of local and global civil society activism in Lebanon. In the aftermath of the 1975‐1990 Lebanese civil war, Lebanon’s civil society comprised “old” activists and Leftists, and “new” activists not connected to any broad movements. Between 1998 and 2001, the old left started to break down into individual, single‐issue groups such as labor and civil marriage.  Meanwhile, “new” activists were engaging in “nascent Internet activism” on issues related to “anti‐globalization, the environment, and issues related to sexuality,” particularly gay lesbian bi and transgender rights (personal interviews, April 2008). The new movement was “self‐consciously” connected with the anti‐World Trade Organization movement and established a Beirut Indymedia center. In the lead up to the U.S.‐led invasion of Afghanistan, Beirut’s internet‐based activism moved into “high gear.” Links were developed between the “old” and “new” left in Beirut, while additional links were developed between Beirut activists and transnational anti‐globalization groups. 
Within the transnational anti‐globalization groups, discourses on political agency and change emphasized the right to communicate. During the 1980s and 90s, as counter cultural production and organization led to political change 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throughout Eastern Europe, Western activists and scholars celebrated the potential of a transnational “civil society” to facilitate a more “democratic” global public sphere. Inherent to these hopes was the optimism generated by emerging new media and information communication technologies “to serve as lightning rods for the rapid flow of new and empowering ideas, and for the sharing of collective interests” (Calabrese 2004, 321). Human rights discourses and activism has long addressed communication issues, but with the “digital age” and heightened attention to the social, political and economic potentials of emerging information and communication technologies, human rights arenas were permeated by communication issues as well (Padovani 2005). A discrete global movement focused on communication rights and/or media justice emerged, with connections to the human rights‐focused anti‐globalization movement, which is both universal and particular. The communication rights movement is universal in a overlapping sphere of core concerns, but particular in articulating discrete sets of issues at individual, local, state and regional levels (Padovani 2005). In the case of Lebanon, communication rights discourses locally coalesced around Lebanon’s autonomous culture of communication, and its culture of media cynicism, including the pervasive notion that media coverage can directly influence conflict. 
Conclusion In this chapter, I demonstrated some ways in which media systems shape and are shaped by the contact zones of colonization, diaspora, and armed conflict. These zones of cultural accrual construct and are constructed through emergent journalistic values of activism, expertise, and eyewitnessing. Such descriptive 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keywords demonstrate how, within “glocalized” media paradigms, journalistic authority is constantly “re”produced. As Reese, Rutigliano, Hyun and Jeong (2007) assert, due to new media technologies, “it is in the cross‐referencing, pooled consensual understandings, in the interactive `conversation' that authority now resides” (259). Such conversations are historically bound. 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CHAPTER 7 Conclusions     Media use must be situated within both local histories and broader sets of social, historical, and cultural processes. As emphasized by Edward Said and postcolonial studies scholars, discourse and knowledge construction frequently perpetuate cultural hierarchies rooted in colonial and imperial histories. In a related vein, world‐systems/globalization theorists describe how dominant power is reproduced through planetary economic structures and material relationships. Although the field of critical media studies has long reflected these concerns with symbolic and material power, new media studies theorists, influenced by “romantic” discourses on the power of technology to cause social, political, and economic change (Streeter 2004), focus on new media as technological “progress” (Bauman 2008). As they work to gauge relationships of causality between technology and society, many new media scholars and theorists ironically overlook the historical, economic, and cultural contexts surrounding new media use. To help reposition emerging forms of media in relation to ongoing practices and structures of power, I have emphasized postcolonial and world‐systems contexts in my investigation of Lebanese media use and subjectivity. 
 In this dissertation, I pointed out examples of Lebanese subjectivities and media use that interrupt globalization as a hegemonic discourse (Lopez 2008, 509).  I showed how Lebanese novelists employ a poetics of presence to reimagine a cosmopolitan public sphere of multiple perspectives to replace the homogenized 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“objective” status‐quo of for‐profit news. I then demonstrated the manifestation of such subaltern counter poetics in emergent forms of journalistic authority during the Summer 2006 Israeli‐Hizballah conflict. Through a contrapuntal analysis of imperialism in terms of both domination and resistance (Said 1993), I showed how Lebanese use media in ways that not only perpetuate, but also sometimes transform and resist, imperialism and sectarian logics through media use. 
Although Lebanese subjectivities and identities are nominally related to the nation‐state of Lebanon, their construction must be historically positioned within a global sphere of processes that includes media and communication. Prior to the nineteenth century, several centuries of colonial processes had exacerbated material and sectarian divisions in the Mount Lebanon area. Ottoman Turkish and European agents vied for political power among the groups around Mount Lebanon after the sixteenth century. These social and economic interactions drew Mount Lebanon and the nearby Mediterranean coast into the world capitalist system (Fawaz 1994; Traboulsi 2007). Meanwhile, religion provided the “site” of their “colonial encounter,” resulting in the demarcation of “sect” as a social category within Lebanese public space (Makdisi 2000).  
  These colonial practices and subjectivities influenced the mutual construction of “Lebanon” and Lebaneseness between Lebanese “at home” and in diaspora during the first half of the twentieth century. Articles from The 
Oklahoman demonstrate how syndicated newspaper articles in the U.S. helped standardize discourses about Ottoman Syrian immigrants as “alien” and exotic 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during the first decades of the 1900s. However, these articles also reveal how Syro‐Lebanese immigrants used processes of self‐representation to negotiate and modify these discourses within the context of their sectarianized Christian, pro‐Western identities rooted in colonialism in Mount Lebanon. International wire services situated the construction of Lebanese Oklahoman subjectivities within processes of international relations. Subjective processes like racial hierarchies and international relations organize, and are organized through, local and global media practices.  
The “unstable” subjectivities negotiated and (re)produced by colonialism, including electronic colonialism (McPhail 2010), combined with the opportunities for outside interference such social divisions present, contributed to the prolonged civil war in Lebanon between 1975 and 1990. In the absence of a mediated public sphere facilitated by local or global media during the Lebanese civil war, Lebanese novelists have used a poetics of writing to construct the Lebanese civil war novel as an alternative public sphere. Lebanese writers and their readers use the novels as communication spaces to, among other things, express their experiences of war, address issues of exile and migration, and design alternative media and communication systems. They address communication not only through critique but also in their articulation of utopian visions, in which Lebanese civil war novelists depict a fluid but grounded “code” of media practices. The poetics of these spaces provide the strategies through which communities “shape counter discourses and engender alternative public spheres” (Salazar and Cordova 2008, 40). 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In the Lebanese civil war novel, authors codify media and communication practices in new ways. Lebanese novelists describe autonomous media and connections running the gamut from local to global and from interpersonal to mass. Thus novelists articulate a cosmopoetics of presence: they depict overlapping global media and communication realms made up of multiperspectival, non‐normative practices rooted in lived experience but shared across spaces for broader reflection and understanding. Such sphere reflects the ambivalent potential of  “actually existing cosmopolitanism,” which moves between a non‐national “fundamental devotion to the interests of humanity as a whole” and the transnational (Appadurai 1991) and vernacular (Bhabha 1996) processes that are the reality of our existence (Robbins 2000).  
  A poetics of presence is not merely relativism, but it is the expression of local experience in order that expression may be translated and positioned within broader contexts. Proposing a space made up of multiple perspectives and dialogue, Lebanese novelists articulate a version of a “public sphere,” an “arena for discursive interaction” (Fraser 1992, 110) on issues of the “common good” (Habermas 1991). The Lebanese civil war novel purposefully and strategically presents a version of local and global communicative spheres that differ markedly from either normative, “rational” theorizing on the public sphere or the profit‐driven status quo. They present a communicative realm that is polyvocal, and driven by the need to express experience. Such experience counters dominant media forms in that it expands rather than reduces or erases detail, information, and content. These poetics were reflected in Lebanese practices of alternative 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journalism and “blogging” during the 2006 Israeli‐Hizballah war. 
In the context of political instability, the ethnographer moves through social spaces more akin to gyres than fields (Zabusky 2002). As per William Butler Yeats’ “The Second Coming,” “turning and turning in the widening gyre…things fall apart; the center cannot hold” (Zabusky 2002, 113). For the ethnographer, 
Centers displace other centers, peripheries mutate into centers, and centers and peripheries pile atop one another, now dissolving the distinctions, now recreating them in another place…no one is in control of this ongoing ‘gyration’ this making and unmaking of centers—people stumble through these gyres, improvising some place to stand for a moment, a place where they try to get something done (Zabusky 2002, 113). These volatile gyres resemble what Hall called “a conjecture,” or opposing forces that briefly find some sort of equilibrium before they move on. Communication constitutes a key element in the production, experience, and negotiation of conflict. 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